Representing Correlations in Conceptual Spaces
In artificial intelligence, one can distinguish two layers of knowledge representation: On the one hand, there
is the symbolic layer, where abstract knowledge is represented in a structured, logic-based format. On the
other hand, there is the subsymbolic layer, where perceptual knowledge is stored in a numeric way, e.g., in
the form of weights within a neural network.
The highly influential framework of conceptual spaces proposes to an intermediate representational layer
based on geometric representations: One can identify abstract symbols from the symbolic layer with regions
in a high-dimensional space whose dimensions are based on subsymbolic perceptual processing.
In my talk, I will introduce my mathematical formalization of the conceptual spaces framework along with
its implementation. This formalization aims to represent correlations between domains (such as “red apples
are sweet and green apples are sour”) in a geometric way. I will illustrate that convex sets prevent such a
geometric representation of correlations, whereas star-shaped sets do not. The proposed formalization
includes not only a parametrically describable class of star-shaped sets, but also a large variety of operations
on these sets.
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